
HOW TO WRITE AN INTERVIEW ARTICLE SAMPLE

Sample Interview Write-up. ( wordsâ€”I'd like you to shoot for minimum). As a prerequisite to writing my university
discourse paper, I interviewed.

Ask first your sources if it is alright to record the interview. I think that, the more high-profile the source, the
more I like the transcription. Feedback How to Write a Profile Feature Article s a student journalist, your
mission is to inform your peers. Focus on what's most compelling. However, as for readability, I rather enjoy
the simple transcription-style pieces. Triple-check for accuracy. When interviewing, encourage your subject to
open up and express significant thoughts, feelings or opinions. When reporting a profile feature article,
observe your surroundings carefully. If you do take written notes, be sure to tidy up them up and double check
any special spellings or names while the interview and the interviewee are still fresh in your mind. You're not
just rewriting what he said. Moreover, you can insert some of the main answers as quotes to break the article
and make it less boring. And so do the editors who will consider buying your work. Why do you think people
who take the opposite view would do so? What do you personally do to recycle or be "green? Do you think
that anyone grew up in an ideal family environment? Download What is a Profile? What historical event in
your lifetime affected you the most? But then, invariably, they forget you ordered the garlic bread. What is the
difference between men and women? We encourage you to join Medium today to have complete access to all
of the great locked content on The Writing Cooperative and all the locked content published across Medium.
On the other, there is the straight transcript-style piece where you literally just transcribe a conversation and
then edit it down to fit your story specs. Seeing a person's expression and hearing their tone of voice is
important. When interviewing leaders and experts, you should always have a basic understanding of the work
they have done which has prompted you to look to those people as sources. The article should open with the
subject's connection to the news event and should deal later with birth, family, education, career and hobbies,
unless one of those happens to be the focus of the story. Readers will decide whether to proceed based on the
capacity of your lede to grab their interest. They want something new. But they don't want the surface stuff,
information that's available in untold other articles about him. You must identify yourself as a reporter before
beginning any conversation with a source. Come to any interview armed with a basic list of questions you
hope to ask. However, the main rule is to be attentive and try to think ahead - it is the right way to the final
part of the interview paper - the conclusions. Set up a time to meet with people you will probably start with at
least one in-class interview of another student. You must help answer a reader's biggest question about any
story: Why should I care?


